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Bomb blast kills Lebanon's president-elect 
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - President-    president-elect prepared to address a      THE RADIO STATION went off the   the Lebanese Christian militias fol-    been pressing Gemayel to formally    of the building that housed the neigh 
elect  Ba'shir GemAvpl   was  killed    rally of 400 of his followers. air several hours later as reports   lowing the 1975-76 civil war between    recognize the Jewish state. borhood Phalange Party headquar 
I , ebanon ( ) - resi e t- 
l t i ayel ill  
Tuesday in a bomb blast that shat- 
tered his Christian Phalange Party 
headquarters in east Beirut. 
Earlier reports had said Gemayel 
survived, but eight of his Darty mem- 
bers perished and at least 50 others 
were wounded. 
The sources said Gemayel's body 
was found in the rubble of the building 
on Saissine Square a few hours after 
the explosion at 4 p.m. (10 a.m. EDT). 
It occurred as the the 34-year-old 
 
The Phalange Party's radio station 
had reported earlier that Gemayel 
survived unscathed and walked away 
from the rubble. It said cheers went 
up from a crowd in the Christian 
neighborhood, church bells rang and 
Phalangist militiamen fired their 
guns to celebrate the report that Gem- 
ayel had survived. It even attributed 
a quote to the president-elect, report- 
ing he said, "I'm safe. Thank God this 
incident is past." 
raced through the war-ravaged city 
that the president-elect was dead. 
Lebanon's state radio made no an- 
nouncement, but a few minutes after 
11p.m. (5p.m. EDT) it began playing 
solemn, classical music. 
His death appears certain to bring a 
new wave of bloody fighting between 
Lebanon's right-wing Christians and 
Moslem leftists. It also threatened the 
delicate links Israel had created with 
l 
l i t - i il t  
the Christians and an alliance of Mos- 
lems and Palestinian guerrillas. 
No group asserted responsibility for 
the bombing. Munitions experts say 
an estimated 400 pounds of explosives 
were used for the device. 
ISRAEL INVADED LEBANON 
June 6, forcing the Palestine Liber- 
ation Organization guerrillas to be 
evacuated from their stronghold in 
Moslem west Beirut, and Israeli 
Prime Minister Menachem Begin had 
 
Gemayel was elected president on 
Aug. 23 by Parliament in a special 
session that was boycotted by a num- 
ber of Moslem legislators. He was to 
take office Sept. 23. 
He had survived two other attempts 
on his life in the bloody conflicts here 
that pitted not only the Moslems 
against the Christians but also in- 
volved fights between different Chris- 
tian factions. 
The explosion ripped down a third 
- 
t ad< 
ter.s   in   the   Ashafieh   distric 
idquar- 
id of 
Christian east Beirut. Witnesses at 
the scene had claimed they saw Gem- 
ayel walking awav from the rubble. 
According to the sources who re- 
ported Gemayel's death, President 
Elias Sarkis informed Premier Shafik 
Wazzan of the death. Lebanon's pop- 
ulation is about equally divided be- 
tween Christians and Moslems, and 
by tradition the president is a Chris- 
tian and the premier a Moslem. 
Viral disease, herpes, 
afflicts most people 
by Maria Carrabrant 
reporter 
Ninety percent of all Americans 
have been exposed to herpes, in the 
form of mouth blisters, by the time 
they are young adults, Dr. Janice 
Lloyd, medical director of the Student 
Health Center, said Thursday. 
Herpes, a viral disease, afflicts 
one-third to one-half million persons 
in the United States each year, re- 
ports the Center for Disease Control 
in Atlanta. 
There are various kinds of herpes, 
Lloyd said, but the two most common 
are Herpes Type I and Herpes Type 
n. 
Type I, known as oral herpes, first 
appears as cold sores or fever blisters 
inside the mouth, she said. 
These sores appear two to seven 
days after contact and last one to 
three weeks, she said. 
Genital herpes, Type II, infects the 
reproductive organs. The initial 
symptons for Type n, Lloyd said, 
include pain during urinating, ting- 
ling, itching and blisters in the genital 
area. 
CONTRARY TO POPULAR belief, 
Lloyd said herpes can be contracted 
by means other than sexual. 
"People automatically assume 
herpes is transmitted sexually when 
actually, people can give it to them- 
selves by touching a cold sore on their 
mouth and then touching other parts 
of their body," she said. 
A person can give themselves 
Herpes Type I of the eye, she said, by 
wetting a contact lens in their mouth 
Bert Lance returns 
ATLANTA (AP) — Former budget 
director Bert Lance is the choice of 
gubernatorial nominee Joe Frank 
Harris to head the Georgia Demo- 
cratic Party. 
Lance, a Calhoun banker and 
friend of former President Car- 
ter, has the "experience and insight" 
into Georgia politics and can "bring 
the party together to get out the vote 
for Democratic office seekers," 
Harris said Monday. 
As the party's gubernatorial nomi- 
nee, Harris is the titular head of the 
state party. His choices for party 
offices are tantamount to election 
by rank-andflle members. Dele- 
gates to the party's convention in 
Atlanta on Sept. 25 will elect the new 
officers. 
Lance resigned as Carter's budget 
director in September 1977 under 
allegations of wrongdoing during 
his banking career. He was acquitted 
in September 1980 of federal 
bank fraud charges. 
Prince of a teacher 
AUCKLAND, New Zealand (AP) — 
Prince Edward, the 18-year-old son 
of Queen Elizabeth II and Prince 
Philip, on Tuesday began a stint as a 
teacher at Wanganui Collegiate 
School. 
A flock of reporters and camer- 
amen were on hand as the prince, 
fourth in line to the throne, at- 
tended chapel and assembly and then 
took on his first class at the exclu- 
sive private school. 
"Forget about this lot," said Ed- 
ward, waving at the media entourage. 
"They're only here temporarily, I'm 
glad to say." 
He also warned the youngsters in 
the English class that he was hope- 
less with names. "You know me, but I 
know nothing about you," he told 
them. 
when having a cold sore and then 
placing the lens in their eye. 
After the initial outbreak, Lloyd 
said the virus lies dormant in the 
nerve cells until it breaks out again. 
"Anything that upsets your body's 
normal state of health or decreases 
your body's resistance can cause an- 
other outbreak," she said. 
SUNBURNS, STAYING UP late for 
exams, stress, not enough sleep or 
food, eating the wrong kinds of food, 
menstruation or over-exertion can 
bring another attack, she said. 
"So, just when you need it least, 
herpes is there," she said. 
Lloyd stressed that some persons 
may never have another sympton 
after the initial outbreak. In fact, she 
said only 10 percent of herpes victims 
have four or more recurrences a year. 
Lloyd said herpes is especially 
harmful for women because the dis- 
ease can be passed to their unborn 
child. 
Fifty percent of those fetuses who 
contract the disease die, Lloyd said. 
Sixty percent of the babies that live 
develop brain damage. 
Herpes is more detrimental to 
women, she said. Those that have the 
disease have an eight-times greater 
chance of getting cervical cancer, she 
said. 
SOME OF THE  MEASURES  to 
Crevent contracting the disease, 
loyd said, include washing the hands 
and genital area, avoiding contact 
with an open sore, using separate 
towels and separately washing 
clothes of a person suspected of hav- 
see HERPES page 6 
Workers from the Copilot Gloss and Aluminum company of Bellevue, Ohio installed new storm windows to 
Coming Up     all floors of the north wing stairwell in Prout Hall yesterday. The windows were replaced because the old 
on*s had broken latches and were not very energy efficient. 
BG News photo/Ron Hagler 
Short-circuit incident in Bromfield 
University not 
by Mike Towle 
staff reporter 
The University cannot be held re- 
sponsible for damages done to student 
property during an electrical short- 
circuit on the third floor of Harshman- 
Bromfield residence hall on Sept. 4, 
University Treasurer Paul Nusser 
said Tuesday. 
A refrigerator in room 324 is 
thought by maintenance officials to be 
faulty and believed to have blown 
outlets in four rooms. This caused 
damages to students' stereos, refrig- 
erators, televisions and fans, accord- 
ing to Nusser. 
"'We are prohibited by law (Ohio 
Revised Code, Sec. 2743) from com- 
pensating for personal property," 
Nusser said. 
In the past, Nusser said he has 
attempted to gain compensation for 
students with damaged property but 
was told by a spokesman for the state 
attorney general's office he would 
personally be held responsible for the 
debt if compensation was made. 
for loss 
NUSSER" ADDED the University 
has attempted to buy liability insur- 
ance to cover students personal prop- 
erty damages. However, the Ohio 
Revised Code (Sec. 9.83) states the 
University can only purchase motor 
vehicle insurance, he said. 
In order for a student to receive 
compensation for property believed to 
have been damaged by the Univer- 
sity, he must file a claim with the 
state of Ohio Court of Claims, Nusser 
said. This can be done by picking up a 
claim form in the treasurer's office. 
he added. 
The student's claim is a lawsuit 
filed against the state of Ohio, Nusser 
said. He added the state waived its 
right to governmental immunity so 
that residents could sue the state in 
Ohio courts. 
NUSSER SAID that his staff would 
be willing to assist students in filing 
claims. Each claim is filed at a cost of 
$7.50 which is paid to the state to 
cover processing, he said. 
Bromfield resident Jim Deliman, 
freshman microbiology major, said 
he plans to file a claim against the 
University for the damage done to his 
refrigerator and fan in room 324. 
Deliman's refrigerator, a stan- 
dard, dormitory-size model, has been 
cited by maintenance officials as 
causing the short-circuit, Nusser said. 
"We had it running for at least two 
months before I came to school. Noth- 
ing was wrong with that refrigera- 
tor," Deliman said. 
Deliman said he plans to assess the 
damage to his appliances before filing 
the claim in the treasurer's office. 
Aftermath: 
Pilot aborted takeoff 
Oscar-winning star, 
Princess Grace, dies 
MALAGA, Spain (AP) - Thepilot of 
a DC-10 jet that crashed in flames, 
leaving at least 50 dead, said Tuesday 
he made a life-or-death choice to 
abort his takeoff but isn't sure if he 
"killed people or saved a lot of peo- 
ple." 
"I had to choose between trying to 
fly, knowing that we all might die, or 
trying to keep the plane on the ground 
to try to save lives," said Capt. Juan 
Perez.pilot of the jumbo jet chartered 
from the Madrid-based Spantax Air- 
lines for a flight to New York. 
In an interview in Mardid with the 
government news agency EFE, Perez 
said he thought the plane was sound 
when he started it rolling down the 
runway, but later felt "excessive vi- 
brations in the cockpit" - as if it had 
been struck by some object. 
"This coula have affected the con- 
trols," said Perez, who was quoted 
earlier by company sources as saying 
he aborted the takeoff when the plane 
was about 60 feet in the air. 
"AT FIRST, I thought I saved peo- 
le," he said. "Today, I don't know if I 
ed people or saved a lot of people." 
pi , 
kill 
The Malaga civil governor's office 
said four more bodies were pulled 
from the DC-10's charred tail section 
Tuesday, raising the death toll to 50. 
Another 27 people were unaccounted 
for as the grim search for bodies 
continued. 
The rest of the DC-10's 380 passen- 
gers were listed as survivors, along 
with seven of its 13 crew members. 
About 40 people were in Malaga 
hospitals, nine of them listed in very 
serious condition, while 267 others 
were injured slightly or unhurt, offi- 
cials said. 
Civil authorities have said engine 
failure may have been behind the 
fiery crash. An official investigation 
into its cause was launched, aided by 
the discovery Tuesday of both of the jet's "black boxes" - devices that 
record cockpit transmissions and con- 
versations. 
PEREZ SAID he was convinced the 
Jilane "was in perfect condition" be- 
ore he started down the runway. 
"If a plane is not in good condition, I 
will not fly," he said.   I am a passen- 
ger, too." 
The National Transportation Safety 
Board in Washington sent three inves- 
tigators to Malaga to aid in the inves- 
tigation. 
McDonnel Douglas Corp., the Cali- 
fornia-Based maker of the DC-lOs, 
sent two investigators, and General 
Electric's engine division in Cincin- 
nati, Ohio, said it sent a service rep- 
resentative in keeping with company 
policy on crashes of aircraft with GE 
engines. 
A special Iberian Airlines flight 
Monday night carried 214 of the survi- 
vors to New York. A U.S. Embassy 
spokesman said 210 American citi- 
zens and 85 Spaniards living in the 
United States had been aboard the 
crashed plane. 
The crash was Spain's worst since 
March 28, 1977, when 585 people per- 
ished in aviation's worst disaster - a 
Royal Dutch KLM Boeing 747 
slammed into a Pan Am 747 taxiing on 
the runway at Tenerife on the Spanish 
Canary Islands. 
MONTE CARLO, Monaco (AP) - 
Princess Grace, who gave up her 
career as Oscar-winning film star 
Grace Kelly for a storybook marriage 
to Prince Rainier of Monaco, died 
Tuesday night of injuries suffered in 
an auto accident. She was 52. 
The official Monaco government 
press service announced in a 
statement from the palace that Prin- 
cess Grace died of "an intra-cerebral 
vascular hemorrhage." 
On Monday, it had been announced 
that she had suffered a broken leg, 
ribs and shoulder when her car 
crashed off a twisting mountain road 
coming down from the French town of 
La Turbie. Her younger daughter, 
Princess Stephanie, was also in the 
car, which plunged 120 feet off the 
road, but Stephanie escaped with mi- 
nor injuries. 
The official statement said that 
Princess Grace's health "deterio- 
rated during the night" and on Tues- 
day. 
"AT THE END of the day all thera- 
peutic possibilities had been ex- 
ceeded, and her Serene Highness the 
Princess Grace died," it concluded. 
Princess Grace, daughter of a Phil- 
adelphia bricklayer-turned-million- 
aire, made just 11 movies before she 
gave up her acting career in 1956 to 
marry Monaco's Prince Rainier and 
move to the small seaside principality 
wedged between the French and Ital- 
ian Rivieras. 
She won an Academy Award as best 
actress in 1955 for "The Country Girl" 
in which she starred with Bing 
Crosby. 
She was also a favorite of director 
Alfred Hitchcock, who preferred stat- 
uesque blondes for his movies. She 
appeared in three of his films - "To 
Catch a Thief" with Cary Grant," 
"Dial M For Murder," with Robert 
Cummings and "Rear Window," with 
James Stewart. 
Other starring roles included "High 
Noon" with Gary Cooper and "High 
Society," a musical remake of "The 
Philadelphia Story," with Crosby and 
Frank Sinatra. 
One of her last films, "The Swan" in 
1956, told of a beautiful young woman 
who marries a crown prince. 
She met Rainier at the Cannes Qlm 
festival in 1955. When Rainier visited 
the Kelly family over Christmas va- 
cation, the two tell in love. 
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Israeli peace effort 
draining sympathy 
In the last 12 months, Israel has crossed the fine line between 
being a country of "abused" peoples out to defend itself, and 
being a country of warmongers. 
From 1948 to 1981, Israel had accused its warring neighbors of 
violating statutes of the United Nations, which proclaimed Israel's 
right to exist. 
Now when defending that right of existence, the Israelis refer 
back to the Bible. Even they know it would be hypocritical to quote 
a United Nations proclamation for Israel's right to exist while 
ignoring the same governing body when they plead for Israel to end 
its devastation of Lebanon. 
The Begin government seems ready to take on anyone at this 
point. After annihilating the Palestinian Liberation Organization in 
Lebanon, Israel was not content to stop with their destruction. Now 
the guns are turned toward Syria, all in the name of "peace." 
If anyone else speaks of peace, Begin says they are just out to 
bring about the destruction of Israel. Now let's get this straight: 
diplomatic efforts are trying to bring about the destruction of 
Israel, while Israeli guns are blasting their way toward tranquility. 
It seems his interpretation of "peace" differs greatly from that of 
the rest of the world. 
When President Reagan came up with a proposal to continue the 
Camp David accords, Begin balked at the effort, criticizing Reagan 
for deserting Israel's cause. 
When the Arab summit in Fez, Morocco came up with a peace 
proposal which included recognition of both Israel and Palestine, 
Israeli Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir called it "a renewed 
declaration of war on Israel," and said it contained "the same hate, 
the same war against peace, and the same coldness" as previous 
collective Arab decisions on Israel. 
The section Israel disagreed with most was Point 7, which was to 
"acheive a state of non-belligerence guaranteed by the United 
Nations Security Council (the same group Israel quoted for 33 
years) on the basis of pre-1967 borders." 
Begin has even chosen to carry the battles beyond the Middle 
East, dredging up the Nazi holocaust just when public sympathy 
for Israel has run out. Last week, the Israeli government accused 
the church of keeping silent about the Nazi massacre of Jews in 
World War II. The Vatican called the charges "an insult to the 
truth." And Begin responded to that in a manner which is becoming 
all too familiar - he said he didn't wish to discuss what the Vatican 
had to say in their own defense. 
In almost seems appropriate that Begin should choose to bring 
the Nazis back into the picture, for Israel is beginning to look more 
and more like the nihilistic Germany which could not carry on 
peace, and eventually brought about its own destruction, after 
causing suffering among the other people of the world. 
News gives welcome 
to returning Olscamp 
To Paul Olscamp, president of Bowling Green State University. 
Welcome home. 
We cringe slightly at calling this "home" for you, because very 
few of us have ever seen you here. But we are sure that once we get 
to know you, and as you become familiar with us, that word will fit 
comfortably. 
We hope you enjoyed your vacation (which, by the way, very few 
of us hold against you), but while you were smoothly sailing along 
in the South Pacific, the waters were a bit rockier here. 
With respect to your efforts to clear up the bureaucracy in the 
upper echelons of the University, some of the new red tape created 
this year in other departments really stinks. 
It now appears that owning a sleeping bag is a prerequisite for 
getting a job through student employment, whereas a validation 
card and a little persistence did the trick in the past. It seems a 
little barbaric that 200 students must camp out overnight in front of 
that modern architectural wonder, the Student Services Building, 
hoping to land one of the 150 jobs that are available. Woe be to those 
who do not like camping out, for their chances for employment are 
nil. Maybe it's just a sign of the economic times. 
Let's talk damage to students' property, like that caused by 
"unknown circumstances" within the circuits of Bromfield Hall. 
Maybe Poltergeist is a new student at the University. 
Then there is the wonderful new style of scheduling, in which 
failing to possess a stamped piece of medium bond paper can 
prevent students from being able to schedule quickly-filled classes. 
There is no longer no such a thing as "charging it to the bursar 
account" when it comes to scheduling. No cash, no class, even if 
Mom and Dad's check is on the way. 
There are a countless other things we are anxious for you to clear 
up. 
What exactly is our policy toward alcohol on campus? There are 
about 17,000 interested listeners waiting for that one. 
And when will we see the end of the "Who's on First" routine 
concerning the filling of administrative positions? 
Ah well, you know how people are nowadays; always in a hurry to 
know the changes without giving time for transition. You've 
experienced that a lot with Bowling Green people over the last six 
months. 
Most of all, we are glad you are back so that we know life does 
exist in McFall Center. We need a voice - a beacon, if you will - in 
the darkness of the new semester system. Most of all, we need a 
central figure upon which to focus our frustrations and complaints. 
We're glad you're home. 
THE BG NEWS 
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There are many things wrong with 
President Reagan's proposal for the 
Mideast. It was sprung overnight, 
with an air of ultimatum that makes it 
hard for the Israelis to accept. On the 
other hand, it tries to predict the 
outcome of negotiation, rather than 
ANALYSIS 
by Garry Wills 
ease its process, by saying no Pales- 
tinian state can result. It suddenly 
takes seriously positions that had 
been advanced so halfheartedly as to 
be non-operative. It manages to call 
for too much too soon and, simulta- 
neously, for too little too late. There is 
little to be said for it except that it was 
unnecessary. 
America is seen as the willing abet- 
tor of Israel's Lebanon invasion. The 
president had to let that impression 
survive while negotiating the disen- 
gagement in Beirut. But if he had 
allowed it to persist in the aftermath, 
we would have been implicated in 
what Israel has planned as the next 
two phases of its policy - establish- 
ment of a puppet state in Lebanon of 
Phalangists dependent on Israel, and 
the de facto annexation of the West 
Bank. 
Removal of the PLO military pres- 
ence was all along intended, by 
Messrs. Begin and Sharon, to leave 
the West Bank Palestinians with no 
representatives but the stooges Israel 
has been putting up for them. This 
would make it impossible for Egypt to 
continue the Camp David process; 
and Israel, by defying all of the Arab 
world, would have forced America 
into the same confrontation. 
IT WAS TO PREVENT this that 
President Reagan had to act. Our 
intelligence forces had alerted him to 
Israel s goals and prospects. He could 
not allow America to be put in such a 
untenable position. He had to stop the 
policy of American acquienscence on 
which Israel had come to depend. 
Ironically, it is Israel now that 
claims the Camp David process has 
been violated by America. But the 
settlements policy, the Lebanon inva- 
sion, the Golan annexation and the 
religious announcements of God's 
plans for the West Bank had left the 
Camp David accords in ruin. Mr. 
Begin had made it clear that he con- 
sidered the fruitful stage of the Camp 
David process concluded with the 
return of the Sinai. If anything can 
revive thatprocess, it is precisely the 
measures President Reagan has rec- 
ommended. 
But perhaps nothing can revive the 
process. The situation is immensely 
altered now, as Israel meant it to be - 
that is why we heard so much of the 
"opportunity" Israel was offering 
America by its invasion of Lebanon. 
For Israel, that meant an opportunity 
to set up a line of satellites around 
itself - first the West Bank, then a 
"security ring" in southern Lebanon, 
then the north of Lebanon under Is- 
raeli-backed Christian forces. Some 
opportunity - a formula for Christian- 
Moslem conflict in Lebanon, Israeli- 
Arab conflict much deeper and more 
lasting through the area, and the 
Palestinians' fate left at the center of 
contention. 
THE ISRAELI "opportunity" 
started from the assumption of a final 
solution to the PLO problem - one that 
has not taken place, and cannot take 
tilace short of genocide. The recogni- 
ion of that fact is the minimal posi- 
tion that makes sense in the Middle 
East, and President Reagan has, min- 
imally, staked out that position. He 
could not do less, and he will have to 
do a great deal more if he intends to 
bring peace, not Just strike the pos- 
tures of peace. But at least he has 
begun. 
Garry Wills Is a political analyst 
from Baltimore. His column Is pre- 





A ceasefire in name only 
The arrangement on the settlement 
of the Lebanon crisis is not necessar- 
ily a significant one simply because 
most of the provisions of the nego- 
tiated peace-treaty - or ceas >-fire if 
ANALYSIS 
by Vasilios Liarakos 
you will - are not going to be honored 
like the previous ones that had some 
of us seriously convinced that this war 
adventure was to terminated as soon 
as the Palestinians were crushed dur- 
ing the first week of battle. During 
that first week, the Israelis once 
again demonstrated their capabilities 
for masterminding and executing a 
successful war plan no matter whom 
the opponent. 
The Israeli military operation 
which misled many during the first 
and second days - June 6 and 7 - 
demonstrated Tel Aviv's military in- 
telligence. The first six days - Phase 
One - allowed General Eytan, the 
Israeli commander, to carry on com- 
fortably towards the second phase 
with ambitions that would not be 
limited solely to crushing the Pales- 
tinian military machine. 
Judging from -the forces deployed 
by the Israelis - very impressive in 
auality as well as quantify - during 
le operation, anyone could read Be- 
gin 's mind and observe the flexibility 
maintained throughout the course of 
the operation. By engaging half of 
their 4,000 tanks, nine armored bri- 
gades and the entire air force from 
the very first moment of the invasion, 
Israel had managed to maintain a 
rather impressive superiority. 
AS SOON AS NUMBERS of man- 
power and material were disclosed by 
the Israelis, it was evident that the 
total elimination of the Palestinian 
resistance was not the only objective. 
If the Israelis wanted to put down the 
PLO, only half of those forces were 
needed. There were no questions in 
any observers' minds that the strate- 
gic objective had to be an impressive 
one. 
The first and basic objective was 
the "final solution" - also Hitler's 
favorite phrase referring to plans for 
the extermination of European Jews - 
which called for the elimination of the 
"Palestinian problem." In the Israe- 
li's eyes, Yassir Arafat and the PLO 
nad become a malicious tumor that 
had to be removed by all means and 
at all costs. This was the precise goal 
of Defense Secretary Ariel Sharon 
when he gave the green light to nine 
anxiously-awaiting armored brigades 
to move out on June 6, following two 
days of destructive air bombings on 
Palestinian strongholds in Southern 
Lebanon. 
THE INITIAL SUCCESS and quick 
Palestinian withdrawal allowed the 
Israelis to carry out their first task 
with only a low price. This was a 
repeat of the triumphant "Six Day 
War" of 1967. The Palestinian defense 
line that "brother" Arab states had 
pumped money into was ineffective in 
even stalling the Israeli attack, and 
troved to be as unseccessful as the 
Egyptian, Syrian and Jordanian ar- 
mies attempted the same, four times. 
When Israeli commandoes stormed 
and gained control of the most forti- 
fied location in only three hours, it 
was inevitable that nothing could put 
a stop to the Israeli hurricane. Sidon 
fell with hundreds of civilian casual- 
ties caught in crossfire. Daucer fol- 
lowed suit, proving otherwise the 
Palestinian claims that it would turn 
out being the "Israeli grouve." Fi- 
nally, when Israeli armor took post- 
selves in West Beirut, but militarily, 
their strategic potential amounted to 
zero. There were no reinforcements 
and, in that density populated area, 
any sort of resistance could be visual- 
ized only as a mouse inside the mouse- 
trap. Naturally, the Palestinans 
didn't have extensive manpower, un- 
like the speculations by many observ- 
ers. Such a paramilitary organization 
-with branches in Arab as well as 
European countries - proved to be a 
political propagandist's mechanism 
rather than a well organized army 
ready to confront the "Armored Is- 
raeli Knights." Only an equally effi- 
cient military machine could confront 
Begin's army and hope for a victo- 
rious outcome. The PLO demon- 
strated that although it has very 
significant elements and many auda- 
cious fighters, it has neither the struc- 
ions facing Beirut, it became obvious 
that only few hopes for a realistic 
resistance were left for the Palestin- 
ians. 
AT THAT POINT - as far as the 
PLO was concerned - the war was 
already over. Five thousand heavily 
armed   fighters   barricaded   them- 
ture, nor the moral, nor the 
leadership needed to turn the money 
or manpower into a productive and 
efficiently operational organization. 
FROM THE FIRST moment that 
Israeli tanks appeared "ante portas" 
in Beirut - and even up to this point - 
many conclusions can be drawn. 
For the very first time in its history, 
the PLO confronted the Israeli mili- 
tary machine and was crushed. They 
couldn't feel any shame - prior to 
their emergence, all the other Arab 
powers have attempted to oppose the 
young Israeli nation and were also 
defeated. Many Arab nations have 
bled enormously during those wars 
and were not about to feel the point of 
the Israeli sword again. 
How about the Syrians? As soon as 
the encirclement of Beirut had been 
completed, Syria's Assad knew that 
the ball was in his court. It appeared 
he would be forced to pursue one of 
two alternatives - either to order a 
suicidal attack against the Israelis or 
to pursue a "peace with honor," ac- 
knowledging at the same time that he 
couldn't deal with the Israeli military 
machine. 
INSTEAD, ASSAD CHOSE not to 
follow either one of the choices. He is 
now twice a loser. Begin and his 
hawks will take advantage of this 
golden opportunity to crush any re- 
maining Palestinian elements and at 
the same time humiliate the Syrian 
prestige and damage the espirit 
d'corp among the Syrian Armed 
Forces. 
Arafat and his brave PLO fighters 
abandoned Beirut because they sim- 
ply could not sacrifice 600,000 civil- 
ians in a last stand. The Syrian peace- 
keeping force of 30,000 will also have 
to evacuate the Lebanon that nearly 
attempted to cede in the last few 
years. If Assad doesn't accept the new 
reality during the next round, it will 
be himself alone fighting, and Mos- 
cow will still be loudly protesting and 
Arab kings and sheiks will be ap- 
plauding the Syrian Armed Forces' 
worthless struggle. How ironic indeed 
that Syria's army will stand alone like 
its Iraqi counterpart, which for the 
last 22 months has been fighting Kho- 
meini's Revolutionary Guards and 
knows that a defeat means Hussein's 
overthrow. Unfortunately for Assad, 
Israeli soldiers are not as poorly 
trained as Iranians. 
Vasilios Liarakos Is a graduate 
student and teaching assistant In 
the department of Political Science. 
Liarakos Is specializing In Interna- 
tional affairs, and Is originally from 
Greece. 
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Shelter offers home 
Keeps families near 
by Sandy Smith 
reporter 
"Home Away from Home" is the 
warming title characterizing the 
Ronald McDonald houses. The 
main function of this non-profit 
organization, instituted by the Mc- 
Donald chain, is to house the par- 
ents and families of hospitalized 
children. 
Though the home sets no re- 
Suirements for usage of their facili- 
ee, most of the persons who stay 
there are parents of critically-ill 
children, Don Michels, first vice- 
?resident of Toledo's Home Away 
rom Home, said. The basic philos- 
ophy of this housing program is to 
draw together parents with a com- 
mon problem, ne said. A commu- 
nication with other parents has 
been proven to have many advan- 
tages, he added. 
The length of time a family uses 
the facilities varies. Parents whose 
child is undergoing all-day testing 
may use the Ronald McDonald 
House as a place to freshen-up and 
relax, Michels said. Often families 
stay overnight, or even as long as 
three months, he said. The cost is 
$8 or $9 a night. McDonalds pays 
the expenses for parents who are 
unable to meet the costs, he said. 
HOME AWAY FROM Home has 
a volunteer staff supervised by a 
full-time manager. Michels, who 
will serve as live-in manager, said 
he will be subject to a lot of stress. 
Many Ronald McDonald Houses 
are settled throughout the country, 
Michels said. In Ohio the homes 
are located in Cleveland, Colum- 
bus, and Dayton. Construction of 
another house is almost complete 
in Toledo, and a site has been 
selected in Cincinnati. All the 
homes are in association with a 
nearby hospital, he said. 
In Toledo, the Home Away from 
Home is located on Monroe and 
Otis streets and works in conjunc- 
tion with the Toledo hospital, Mich- 
els said. Opening date will occur 
between Nov. 15 and Nov. 30, he 
added. 
MICHELS SAID the home con- 
tains 16 bedrooms, two for the full- 
time manager and the other 14 for 
guests. The nouses will also include 
a recreation room, family room, 
private baths, and a dining area, he 
said. The Toledo Jr. League has 
taken over housing operations, a 
volunteer project that will demand 
an 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. working day, he 
added. 
Financing the Toledo Home 
Away from Home is a major con- 
cern. Many local businesses and 
organizational chapters have 
helped McDonalds raise 55% of 
their estimated funds, Michels 
said. He explains the organizatio- 
nal expenses will range up to 
$850,000. Four hundred and eighty 
thousand dollars have already 
been collected. 
Pfiefer speaks against hearing 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - State Sen. 
Paul Pfeifer, campaigning for the 
U.S. Senate seat held by Democrat 
Howard Metzenbaum, criticized the 
incumbent Tuesday for an unemploy- 
ment hearing two weeks ago in To- 
ledo. 
Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus, said he had 
been told Metzenbaum lined up a 
parade of more than a dozen wit- 
nesses for the hearing just to use the 
people's emotions "for the television 
cameras." 
Flanked by four unemployed work- 
ers himself, Pfeifer denied he was 
trying to use the same tactics during a 
news conference at Lucas County's 
Republican headquarters. 
Pfeifer said Metzeubaum con- 
ducted the hearings "under the guise 
of the (U.S.) Senate" and questioned 
whether the Senate Democratic Task 
Force on Unemployment existed. 
A Metzenbaum aide said later Mon- 
day that it does exist and that the 
senator is one of its chairmen. But the 
aide, Roy Meyers, said from Metzen- 
baum's Washington office that the 
senator would have no comment. 
"THIS IS A senator who presented 
only the negative side of life," Pfeifer 
said. "The purpose of this hearing 
was to parade these people in front of 
the television cameras. We all know 
that unemployment and gas bills are 
high - what we need are some solu- 
tions." 
James Schnabel, a member of Lo- 
cal 355 of the Boilermaker's Union in 
Toledo, said he and the local president 
had met with a Metzenbaum aide who 
wanted them to testify during the 
hearing. Schnabel said the aide said 
he wanted the workers to describe life 
among the unemployed. 
"He wanted to know how bad people 
were hurting," Schnabel said. "It was just wrong - people were used be- 
cause he wanted their votes." 
Neither Schnabel nor other mem- 
bers of the local testified at the hear- 
ing. 
In an earlier news conference, 
Franklin County Treasurer Dana 
Rinehart, the Republican candidate 
for state treasurer, promised to "plug 
the leaks" that led to the alleged 
embezzlement of $1.15 million in state 
funds. 
"We will revamp the accounting 
division and add an inspection divi- 
sion that will make it virtually impos- 
sible for any one person to steal 
money from the treasury," Rinehart 
said. 
Democrats to release pre-election report 
WASHINGTON (AP) - House Demo- 
crats are preparing a pre-election 
economic manifesto that looks past 
the nation's current woes and ignores 
Sst party calls for full employment, 
itead, the thrust will be on long- 
term investments in economic growth 
and a call to rebuild the country's 
transportation and water systems, 
according to Democratic sources. 
The report, which the House Demo- 
cratic Caucus plans to release this 
weekend, stakes out a middle political 
ground on which party liberals and 
conservatives alike can stand for the 
November congressional elections, 
said the sources, who insisted their 
names not be used. 
"This is a consensus document that 
is much more centrist-oriented rather 
than self-consciously liberal," said 
one. After two years of Reaganomics, 
he said, the report reflects a shift in 
economic policy debate toward more 
conservative approaches. 
"THE HOPE IS this will be the 
hymn which all Democrats will sing," 
he said. 
Democrats supporting the policy 
statement range from liberal Charles 
B. Rangel of New York to Charles W. 
Stenholm of Texas, head of the con- 
servative Boll Weevil coalition. 
Although unemployment is at its 
highest levels since World War II, 
sources involved in drafting the 
statement said it offers no short-term, job-creating programs and makes no 
reference   to   the   full-employment 
goals of the Democratic sponsored 
umphrey-Hawkins Act of 1978. 
The report also deplores budget 
deficits, sources said. 
"This proposes a long-term eco- 
nomic policy. There are no quick 
fixes," said a source, adding that 
traditional Democratic calls for 
"pump-priming" economic stimulus 
programs "are largely absent." 
"WILL THIS PROVIDE instant re- 
lief (from the recession)? I'd have to 
say, 'No,' " said the source. 
He said the report does propose a 
public jobs program but only indi- 
rectly, as part of a broader plan for 
rebuilding the nation's crumbling 
"public infrastructure" - such as 
highways, bridges and water sys- 
tems. 
"This is our public works program, 
but we didn't want to call it that, said 
the source, noting Democratic sensiti- 
vity about being portrayed as big 
spenders on pork-barrel projects. 
''We didn't want the White House to 
be able to hit one out of the park." 
By some estimates, it will cost the 
nation $1 trillion over the next 10 
years to rebuild its infrastructure. 
Sources said the key word in the 
manifesto is "investment." It refers 
to the need to create conditions for 
economic opportunity in the future 
through public and private invest- 
ments to encourage development of 
new, high-technology industries and 
revitalize older basic industries. 
The principal authors of the report 
were Rep. Gillis W. Long, chairman 
of the House Democratic Caucus; 
Rep. Timothy E. Wirth of Colorado 
ana Rep. Richard A. Gephardt of 
Missouri. 
EXPERIENCE the fun and adventure of... 
SCUBA 
* TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI) 
* FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES 
* FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS 
* OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION 
sign up or call the Rec Center 372-2711 
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Jj   VALUABLE COUPON   ), 
MT. DEW. REGULAR OR DIET OR LIGHT 
Pepsi-Cola 
816-oz. 7Q0  PI 
btlS.     f %J      Deposit 
AODITIONAl QUANTITIES 8 SI.29 
,- —|      FIVE FLAVORS 
Flavor Kist  149 
Cookies 20-oz. pkg- 
UNDERWOOD BOILED HAM OR 
1 
Chicken    QQ 
Spread sr %3Z3 
PRICES EFFECTIVE AT BOWLING GREEN A&P STORE ONLY. 
Back to Campus 
Super Special!!! 
One Time Purchase • Exceptional Value 
Mens Popular Brown Leather Moccasin 
Long Wearing Anti-Slip Sole 
Favorite For Sailing 
Campus, Casual, Go Anywhere 
Moccasins 
ONLY $19.95 
COMPARE AT $55.00 
ALL THE FEATURES AND QUALITY 
OF THE NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS 
Sizes M 6-12, in 1/2 sizes and 13 
N7-12, in 1/2 sizes and 13 
For Women, Order 1 1/2 Sizes Below Your Normal Shoe Size 
QUANTITIES LIMITED, SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY!!! 




Bldg. 211 Erie Industrial Park Port Clinton, Ohio 43452 
TO MaySchlipf 
USCO WSTWBUTION SERVICES. INC 
Bk* 2. Ene Industrial P«* 
Port CUnton. Ohio 43452 
SHIP TO     Not. 
Sbwi_ 
a,— SMt_ -Zip- 
Q—«> 
I1995U 
MAKE CHECKS PAT ABLE TO 
(BOO OBTWBimOK SOIVKXS. PC. 
A«5.5MS*»Tu 
(Per Pair) ««K»U« 
TOTAL I 
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Save 20% and more on many items plus special purchases! 
— Save on fall fashions for you and your family, furniture, accessories, more.—. 
Juniors 
save 25% 
Entire stock sveven tops. Dressy 
blouses plaid shirts, moft. 5*15, 
SMI. Reg J16S48  sale .12*1* 
15% oH .Mi., stack Jr. Knit tops. 
Wool   more   Reg   Si S54   sole 3 75 40 SO 
25% oW entire stock Jr. rlrenei 
Save off ticket price. Reg. S18 $72 
•ale 11.50-54.00 
20% off separates. Blorers. skirts, pants. 
Corduroy more. Reg 572-549. 
now I7.t0-3f.20 
save 20% -25% 
famous maker Jr. Joans. Cr oose from 
several names you'll recogrnre. 
Denim or corduroy. Straight legs, 
baggies, western stylets, moro. Sizes 
5-.3Reg $16 139  sola .•.50-31.20 
Young Collector 
save 20% 
f oursg Collector status leone. 
Bnltonio Calvin Klein. Sosson. 
dag. 518-544. 
sale 14.40-15.20 
25% oH Vastest Collector Mouses. Solids. 
prints  Rag 536-550. safe 27.00-17.50 
If % eM Yesina Collector lembi wool .-eel 
an.S-M-l  100% wool Reg 530 sole 22.50 
25% eM Yes.no Cellecter ceralgem. 
outerwear. Wool  more Rag 532 5t6 
sate«14.M-4t M 
24% eWRet Her teetelisotes    The Good 
life   styles Reg 533 575 sale 24.7J.So SO 
2*7% at) Vaaaoj Collector slacks. Counter 
sorts  more Reg 536 540 tela2i.K-11.00 
M% aM TaoosgCeestlsr skins Corduroy 
mace Reg 533 514 sole It 4» 17 n 
Voung Cello. ->• IOH7 ttl t*7 lot toti 
Pacesetter 
20% off entire stock foil collections 
blouses. Famous maker groups, separ- 
ates. Corduroy, wool, flannel, gabardine, 
more. Reg  536 JISO  sole 52V5I20 
30% off olready reduced clearance 
merchandise. Spring, summer lockets. 
skirls, shorts, more. Cotton, poplin, 
twill, knits. 4U. Reg. $18(120. 
sale SI 2-514 
Pocesetter(D170/665/1771165) 
Clubhouse 
25% off Clubhouse blouses. Lloyd 
Williams. Regino Porter, others. 
SiiestM Rag 540-575. sola 5*0-556 
25% off Clubhouse iwoaters. Cotton, 




25% off tlckat prlco corduroy saparatas. 
100% cotton. Rag 532-569, tola 24.00-51.75 
25% off all Mardl Modes knit tops. 100% 
polyester Reg. 526 532. sale If.50.24 00 
25% off all wovon plaid shirts. Save oil ticket 
price. Reg 518-532. tale 13.50-24.00 
25% off oaflra stock Options sweaters 
Acrylic  Reg 516 532. sola 512-524 





Entire stock regular price dresses. 
Missy, petite jacket dresses, 
l-pc. dresses. 2-pc. skirt tats. 
Rag. 532-5340. sale 25.60-1*2.00 
Oresses|02S2/iaS/l3B/ISO/llS'S7'llt| 
UK gold jow.lry 
save 50% 
Chains, chain bracelets, charms, initials 
and nomeplotes in several styles 
Reg. $15 WOO. sola 7.50-150.00 
Misses 
25% off selected Jr. actlvowoar. Hang Tan. 
others  Reg. 533549 tola 16.50-16.75 
25% off selected Jr. coordinates. Pandora. 
more  Rag 528 5120 sale 521-5*0 
25% off better Jr. sportswear. Save off ticket 
price Reg. 512-5140. sale 59-5105 
M% off entire stock Jr. outerwear. Includes 
suits, blaiers  Reg. 549 5110. sale 539-5M 
Juniors (Dlll/«9/615'265/ll5/2l5/24S/605'224/ 
121   63>   214   217   2S3   II* 
save20%-25% 
Misses Personal Haberdashery 
coordinates. Reg. 530-568. 
tele 22.50-51.00 
Buttondownonfords Reg. 518 528 
sale 14.40-22.40 
40% off diamond lowolry. 14K gold earstuds 
pendants Rag. 575-5300. sole 545-5150 
40% off I4K gold earrings by Jocmol. 
Pierced. Reg. 533 549. sale 11.20-29.40 
20% off ontlra stock handbags leolher. 
more. Reg 5I3-5H0.   sale 10.40-11.00 
20% off entire stock small leather goods. 
Baronet, more. Reg. 6.50-62.00. 
solo 5.20-49.60 
20% off all Etlonno Algner accessories 
Handbags, more. Reg. 520-5315. 
sale 516-5252 
20% off Donskin bodyweoi  Selected 
styles. Reg. 11.5024.00. tola9.20-19.40 
20% off tlckat prlco silk ties 
lor women. Reg 513. tola 10.40 
20% off entire stock socks. Solids, 
patterns. Reg 2.50 35.00 solo 2.00-20.00 
20% off ticket price knit sets lor women. 
Reg 56 520 sole 4.10-16.00 
20% off entire stock women's bolts. 
leather more Reg 57-525. sola 5.60-20.00 
Accessories (D629/49.112/99/252/603/ 
34/6/17/621 
25% off girls' active, dancewear. Sires 
714. Reg 511 515. sole 115 26 25 
75% off girls' Russ coordinates. Sues 7-14 
Reg. 515 530 sole 13 50 22 50 
2S% off entire stock girls' denim leans. 
4-14 Reg 513 515 sole 9.75-26.26 
«% off entire stock girls' dresses, outerwear 
Or.g 520 570 sole 15 00 52 SO 
1S% of) girls' Meolttile. knit lops. 
Sues 4-6X. Reg 510-611   sole 7.50-1.25 
15% off girl, loll coordinates. 
Sues4-6X. Rag. 510-520. sale 7.50-15.00 
15% off girls bogs. Handbags   book bogs. 
totes   Ong   55-115   sole 1.75-11.25 
25% off entire stock girls' sleepweer. 
4 14 Ong 510 525 sole 7.50-11.75 
15% off entire stock boys dress slocks 
4 14 Rag   14 50 21 00 sole 10.15 15 75 
15% off entire stock boys' corduroy loons. 
4 14 Reg 515 517   sale 11.25-12.75 
25% off entire stock boys' outerwear. 
S.res 8 20 Reg 520 545   sole I5.00-13.7S 
25% off boys' fashion denim (eons. 
4 14   Reg 513-574   saks9.75-IR.00 
15% eft entire stock boys soon, 
novelty tops. Beg 58 614   sole t.00*10.50 
15% off infant/toddler sweaters, outerwear. 





20% eff entire stock novelty evllover*. Reg 
522-544. sole I 7 SO 35 00 
20% off entire iteck cardigan sweeter*. Etten- 
nols. more Reg S26 565. sal* 20 .64 52 00 
20% eff emire stock sweeter «-eets. Sidney 
Gould, more Reg 520-534. sole 14.00-17.20 
20% eff ticket price shetfend sweetert. 100% 
wool Several colors   Reg SO safe 14M 
20% off f ssenttels tv-rrie-neck sweaters. 
Acrylic/wool Reg   517   sole 13.40 
25% eff Essentlefs tunic topi. Royon. Pleat 
front Keg 525. seie 11.75 
20% off oil fstaf.tl6.ls dressy Mouses. Bosk 
novelty Reg 519532. sole 15.20-25.60 
25% eff aM moderate Meiers. rockets. Solids 
patterns   Reg 535 562   sale 71.50 44.50 
2i% eff French cenves slocks from Fundo 





ftotlfe .text, t.f.6.1    lu   I ,   ,p,    I 
slips    lomi.oln.    Nylon Knot 
leg   ' SO 77 00  ••*• *.m 17 M 
save 20% 
Entire stock men's pattern dress skirts. 
Reg 20.00 29 50 sale 16.00-11.60 
26% off entire stock knit, wool ties. 
Reg   10 50-11.50. sale eeO-IODe 
15% off entire stock llonnel shirts. 
100% cotton Reg 516 520 sole 612-515 
25% off entire stock long sleeve rugby shirts. 
Reg S 26 S 40 sale 19.50-30.00 
2R% off »oeoo «,ut. swoolers. Wool   ocryl.c 
blends Rag 524532. solo 19.20-25.60 
20% off lambswool sweaters Irom Marys 
Mans Store Reg 27 50   sole 22.00 
29% off entire stock men's belts 
•eg 0 50 28 SO sole 666-22.60 
10% eff entire stock Wllllem Barry coats 
Reg 565 5275. sola 5525120 
26% off man's Celvln Klein leans. 
100% cotton damns Reg 539   sole 31.20 
Men's ID267   39 27 8 680 31 /107/69/102) 
Young Men's 
Aedltken.1 21% oH wtsdated soeeretes. 
Mouses, skirls, pants. Ong 19530. 
sal. 3.37  13.SO 
24% eff iheHoiid Isofc sweoters. 
Aci>l>c crewnecks Reg t>5 sale 11 15 
25% eft wpsteted Mewses Irom Fritn. 
(bar   Poouette Reg 116-676   seieiisenoo 
24% eH entire .tfxk. il«xh.   »olvester 
corduroy more teg 415 416 sola II.24-13.46 
24% eff entire ■Seek ceroturef seaerelet 
>0O%(otion Reg 414 450 sole l3.4e-37.46 
24% eH f-tsses pletd skins   Some — ik 'iiltlei 
Rag 4>R 477   sale 13.46 UM 
li*.  eHU-elelersaer <e-.r4lf.elei   Pel■ 11101 
■eg 4i' 433 seie 13 '4-24 71 
20% off entire slock eentles. Nylon, cotton 
Reg. 2.75-7.50. sole 2.20-5.00 
20% off bees. Moidenform. Worner's. 
Lllyette. Reg 9.00-15.50. sole 7.20-12.40 
20% off contemporary eras, daywear. 
Selected styles Reg SO 524 sale 4 10 19 20 
20% off lonf gowns. Misses   |uniors 
Flonnel. more   Reg   515 540 sele512-S22 
20% off entire stock fleece roeee. Long 
short styles   Reg   535 545   sole 525-536 
20% eff ell nylon tricot, eefyestor reees 
Reg   531 540   sole 24 00-30 40 
l.«oe..elDi>5   '   761   6)6,7  400   123   766   IS*  •* 
26% eft rsseky stride t. nil tees. 
Ltangstaeved Reg 416 424   sole 512-516 
24% off thermet tee*, long slaeved 
100% cotton Reg 410 sole 7.46 
24% eff levl's. lee feeas   100*. cotton 
dentm Keg 470 57* sola 614-516 
•oung Me"   «     DI04I     tti)     IS) 
Sorry9 no mal or phono orders. macys 
An international affair 
by Vlckl Relnhart 
staff reporter 
Foreign students be- 
come interested in the Uni- 
versity through talking 
with other students and 
alumni and through re- 
cruitment, Joyce Koch, ad- 
ministrative assistant at 
the Center for Interna- 
tional Programs, said 
Monday. 
"We use a little of both 
to let students from other 
countries know about our 
programs here," Koch 
said. 
There are 327 students 
from other countries at the 
University this year, she 
said. Canada leads with 35, 
Nigeria has 23 and Leb- 
anon, 17. Taiwan and 
Greece have 15 students 
each, she added. Students 
from 57 other countries 
represent the remaining 
number of foreign stu- 
dents, Koch said. Of the 327 
students, 197 are under- 
graduates and 130 are 
graduate students, she 
said. Women comprise 97 
of the students and 230 are 
men, she added. 
Everything originates in 
the Center, Koch said. 
"This is the foreign stu- 
dents' home away from 
home," she added. 
KOCH    EXPLAINED 
that foreign students need 
a place to go for help when 
they open a bank account 
or have problems with 
their classes. 
"They know they can 
find help here," she said. 
The University has one 
of the only centralized of- 
fices for foreign students in 
Ohio, Koch said. They 
work with the Office of 
Admissions, but take care 
of applications and immi- 
gration from the Center, 
she added. 
Catalogs are sent to the 
embassies of many coun- 
tries to aid recruitment, 
Koch said. When students 
write an "initial inquiry" 
expressing an interest in 
attending the University, 
the Center sends them a 
brochure that explains how 
they can become a Univer- 
sity student. After return- 
ing the enclosed form, they 
are sent a University cata- 
log and other necessary 
information. 
Alumni are a good re- 
source for recruitment, 
Koch said. 
WHEN    UNIVERSITY 
graduate Dave Wottle won 
a gold medal in the 1972 
Olympic Games in Mu- 
nich, an alumnus from 
Sweden was so proud that 
he told all his friends he 
had gone to school at Bowl- 
ing Green State Univer- 
sity. When letters from 
Swedes applying to the 
University began to come 
in, the Center did not know 
why there were so many 
that year. Then the alum- 
nus wrote and told them 
how proud he was to have 
gone to Bowling Green. 
"That was our answer," 
Koch said. 
Many students also take 
copies of the brochure 
home over the summer 
and tell their friends about 
the University, Koch said. 
Most foreign students 
attending the University 
come from middle-to-up- 
per-class backgrounds, she 
added. 
Government: 
Library shelves documents 
by Marcla Sloan 
copy editor 
In between the busy ac- 
tivity of the first floor of 
the library, and the soli- 
tude of the eighth floor 
study booths, is the fourth 
floor government docu- 
ments section - a place 
whose purpose many stu- 
dents have misunderstood, 
according to Colleen 
Parmer, library media 
technical assistant. 
"When people think of 
government documents, 
they think it's heavy and 
intense," she said. "What 
they don't realize is we 
have many publications 
here, like 'Children Today' 
and 'American Education' 
that have nothing to do 
with politics." 
Parmer said although 
the documents are often 
used for political science 
and geography term pa- 
pers, they have many 
other purposes as well. 
"The government pro- 
duces statistics and re- 
ports on practically 
everything," she said. 
"For students who are job- 
hunting we have the occu- 
pation outlook handbook on 
10b forecasts. Almost any 
topic vou can think of. 
from painting barns to en- 
vironmental issues, we 
have a manual on." 
ACCORDING   TO 
Parmer, the U.S. Govern- 
ment is the largest pub- 
lisher in the world, and the 
University library re- 
ceives  approximately  60 
ol Praise 
Brcent of what is pub- 
hed. Parmer said the 
library now has approxi- 
mately 300,000 government 
documents. 
"We are considered a 
selected depository which 
means that, to a certain 
extent we receive what 
government publications 
we want to," she said. 
"But because we're a de- 
pository, we really don't 
own the material on our 
shelves - the government 
does." 
Parmer said the library 
has publications dating 
from as far back as 1790, to 
last week's "Coneressional 
Record." She added that 
the documents are from 
local, state and federal lev- 
els of government. 
see LIBRARY page 6 
GREAT DAYS 
OF SAVINGS 
SEPTEMBER 16,17, & 18 
10% OFF BIBLES 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTED PRICES 
-0&S& ON MUSIC ITEMS £o0/Cs 
»** DAILY DRAWINGS FOR PRIZES 
TMt 
Extended Hours For Sale: 
Thurs. & Fri.: Open till 8 p.m 










A program for anyone interested in the 
improvement of, and continued emphasis on, 
physical fitness through the activity of swimming. 
Interested individuals should sign up 
September 7—17 
in the SRC office. 
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The stemwheeler, the Volley Gem, wos built in 1973 ond is the first sternwheeler possenger vessel on the Muskingu"n River smce 1918 For o '2.50 tare 
anyone can cruise down the Muskingum River and up the Ohio River as these passengers did last weekend. 
Marietta Hosts Riverboat Festival 
Captain Clifford Deane pilots the wheel of his riverboat the Bayer Island  The 
pilot house of his 100 foot long boot atfords him a perfect view of the river 
Dixie, Laura J, E.L. Thumper, Donald 
B and Amy Lynn are all about ninety feet 
long, twenty feet wide, fifteen feet high 
and were brought to life in the mid- 
twenties. Donald B is one of the most 
unique because she is the oldest, built in 
1923, and she still works like a packhorse. 
Donald B and her "cronies" are a few 
of the 18 river boats that attended the 
Seventh Annual Sternwheel Festival in 
Marietta, Ohio last weekend. 
The three day festival took place along 
the Ohio and Muskingum Rivers, about 
four hours south of Bowling Green. 
These riverboats range in size from 35 
to 100 feet long and from 10 to 20 feet 
wide. The sternwheelers' height depends 
on how many decks the boats have. Some 
riverboats have one, most have two, and 
the large ones have three decks. The boats 
are powered by diesel truck or tractor 
engines which turn the large wheel at the 
stern boat. 
THERE ARE THREE basics for which 
these boats were built. A large percentage 
of the sternwheelers were designed to haul 
freight, while a number of others were 
built for excursion purposes. Some of the 
boats were built as entertainment facilities 
or showboats. 
Many of the boats at the festival were 
built recently and fashioned after boats of 
days gone by. Today's sternwheelers are 
built more for personal enjoyment, and 
some e\cn have state rooms with modern 
kitchens and living facilities. 
The activity-packed weekend featured a 
Riverboat Queen contest, live riverfront 
entertainment, water skiing exhibitions, 
sky divers, a gala fireworks display and 
sternwheel racing. 
Over $6000 worth of fireworks ex- 
ploded over the Ohio River Saturday 
night. The display's precision lasted for 
about one-half hour and drew an esti- 
mated 20,000 people from both the Ohio 
and the Virginian side of the river. 
LIKE SATURDAY, Sunday afternoon 
brought sunny skies and temperatures in 
the 80s. The day's events were signaled by 
the loud and enticing sound of 18 air 
horns. And at 12:30 p.m., the last leg of 
the festival began with the Sternwheelers 
Races. 
These races were spilt into six heats, 
according to boat size. The final race, 
called the Grand Handicap Race was the 
climax of the day. All of the boats were 
positioned one mile down the river, 
according to how they placed in the 
previous heats. 
At first, seeing these boats move about 
10 MPH was not very exciting. However, 
as the sternwheels moved toward the 
finish line in front of the levee, the crowd 
began cheering while the big boats fought 
it out. This year, when the heavy diesel 
smoke cleared, the E.L. Thumper came 
out on top. 
Marrietta was picked by the American 
Sternwheel Association Inc. as the host 
site for the festival because it is at the 
junction of the Ohio and Muskingum 
Rivers. The rivers and the riverboats 
played a large part in the early devel- 
opment of the Northwest Territory of the 
United State* 
Guest aboard the Bayer Island, owned by Mr. and 
Mrs. Clifford Deane. had the best seat in the house 
for the fireworks spectical. The Third Declc Deane s 
boat is open providing the perfect viewing spot 
Spectators at the Seventh anual Sternwheel Festival sit obove the boat levee os they watch the stage show 
ond «ew the boats The festivol is on entertaining ond economical weekend because its free to oil who ore 
interested 
The Lody Lois pulls into the Monetta levee after the sternwheel roces. Built in 
1929, the Lady Louis is one of the boats whose original purpose wos to work. Photos and story by Jerry Cattaneo 
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Crash survivor recalls rescue 
WILLOUGHBY,   Ohio "When the plane finally 
(AP) - Only one flight at- came to a halt in a field, 
tendant stayed aboard to the stewardesses opened 
help passengers after  a up the door on the left side 
DC-10 crashed in Malaga, and they were the first 
Spain, killing at least SO 
people, one of about 200 
survivors said Tuesday. 
"That was one of the 
things that infuriated me 
the most - the way things 
were conducted, said 
Kenneth Totten, who lives 
ones to run. They Just left 
the passengers to their 
own, Totten said. "Only 
one stayed to help the pas- 
sengers. 
"THEY    NEGLECTED 
to open the door on the 
in WUloughby. He had been right side of the plane." 
on  his  way borne from     Totten, who arrived in 
summer studies at a Span- 
ish university when the 
accident occurred Mon- 
day. 
Many of the victims ap- 
Cleveland on Tuesday on 
his way to Willoughby, said 
the plane never was air- 
borne. 
"The plane was on its 
parently burned to death in takeoff run. It was about 
the tail section of the Span- halfway down the runway 
tax Airlines jetliner, offi- and all they could get off 
cialssaid. the ground was its front 
^sss==^^ Need Something to cover 
wheel. The back section 
stayed on the ground. 
"I have to compliment 
the pilot - he did the right 
thing. He made the deci- 
sion to abort," Totten said, 
adding that if the plane had 
gotten off the ground, more 
lives could have been lost. 
The pilot reversed the 
tail engine, which flamed 
out while the two wing en- 
gines kept running, Totten 
said. 
"We were still going for- 
ward. The tires blew out. It 
was an extremely rough 
ride," said Totten, who had 
been seated in the center 
section just in front of the 
wings. 
THE    PLANE    WENT 
about 25 yards beyond the 





THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS 
in conjunction with 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Offers to the Students of 





Professional Quality on the 
Most Sophisticated Typesetting 
Equipment in Bowling Green 
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall 
Pan Pizza's 
"In" At Pizza Inn! 
If you're looking for a panful of the best deep dish pizza you'll ever 
taste, try our new Pan Pizza! We could go on forever describing its 
great flavor, but we've picked some choice words that say it all... 
CHEESIER MEATIER DEEPER 
SAVORIER CRUSTIER BUBBLIER TASTIER 
THICKER mi nnnrim 
t 
Boy any pizza and get the next 
smaller same style pizza with 
equal number of toppings. FREE. 
Present this coupon with guest 
check. Not valid with any other 
offer. 
Expiration: 9/29/82 BG 
P!» pin. oil Ik Flssa Ian.  SR 
Plmiinn.i 
93.0O or $2.00 Off. 
Get S 3.00 off a large or* 2.00 off 
a medium size pizza, any style and 
as many toppings as you want. 
Present this coupon with guest 
check. Not valid with any other 
offer. 
Expiration: 9/29/82 BG 
for pUu ox Ik Ptm Inn   «S 
Ptzzainnl 
OFFER GOOD AT THESE PARTICIPATING RESTAURArTTS: 
1616E.Wooster        352-4656 
Fbr pizza out its Pizza Inrir 
end of the runway, hit a 
deep ditch that broke its 
landing gear, slid over a 
major highway and 
slammed against a house, 
Totten said, adding that 
five cars on the highway 
were crushed "like they 
were nothing." 
Totten said he had rid- 
den the same plane from 
Madrid to Malaga, but did 
not sense that anything 
was wrong. 
Totten's family mem- 
bers said they were re- 
lieved when they heard he 
had survived the crash. 
His brother, Bruce, said 
the family knew the flight 
was the one Kenneth was 
to take, but they weren't 
sure if he was on board. 
"We weren't notified by 
the authorities," the 
brother said. "My aunt had 
heard it on the news early (Tuesday) morning and 
she called up my mother 
and told her about it. We 
were all upset here be- 
cause we didn't know 
whether or not this was the 
flight he was on." 
Israel upset with Pope 
JERUSALEM (AP) - A 
senior Israeli official said 
Tuesday that by meeting 
PLO leader Yasser Arafat, 
Pope John Paul II will be 
breaking the Vatican's tra- 
dition of neutrality and 
shifting to the side of the 
Palestinians. 
Plans for Arafat's papal 
audience, scheduled lor 
Wednesday, brought an 
emotionally charged reac- 
tion from Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin, who 
compared the PLO's ac- 
tions in Lebanon to Nazi 
treatment of Europe's 
Jews in World War n. 
Israel believes the papal 
audience gives political le- 
gitimacy to the Palestine 
Liberation Organization at 
a time when the PLO's 
power is in decline after its 
crushing defeat by Israeli 
invasion troops in Leb- 
anon. 
The senior official, who 
asked not to be identified, 
said he saw the meeting as 
a change from the Vatican 
position of neutrality to 
support for the Palestin- 
ians. "Even if the pope 
only shakes hands with Ar- 
afat, it would be consid- 
ered with utmost gravity 
by Israel," said the offi- 
cial. 
THE VATICAN SAYS 
the pope's meeting with 
Arafat has no political sig- 
nificance and that its con- 
cern for the Palestinians is 
humanitarian, not politi- 
cal. 
But the Israeli official 
said the Vatican was 
guarding its relations with 
the Arab world to protect 
Catholics who live under 
Arab regimes. He said the 
church was thus "giving in 
to political blackmail." 
Begin, and many Israelis 
touched by the Holocaust, 
charge the world watched 
in silence as one-third of 
the world's Jews were 
killed. 
"The same church that 
did not say a word about 
the massacre of Jews for 
six years in Europe and did 
not say much about the 
killing of Christians in Leb- 
anon for seven years is 
ready to meet the man who 
VISUAL 
COMMUNICATIONS? 
■Ever wonder what people in this major are doing? 
Now is your chance to look at some student work in this field. 
The Visual Communications 
Technology Organization (VCTO) 
is sponsoring this display plus a RAFFLE 
on Sept. 15 from 9am-4pm at the Union Oval. 
YOU CAN WIN: 
1st Prize -Nikon EM 35mm camera 
2nd Prize -Dinner for two at 
the "Parrot and the Peacock" 
3rd Prize        -10$ Gift Certificate to Sundance 
 Raffle tickets-50' DrawingOCT 6  
PHI TAUS • PHI TAUS • PHI TAUS • PHI TAUS • PHI TAUS • PHI AUS • PHI TAUS • PHI   H 
i RUSH PHI KAPPA TAU i 
Come meet the Brothers and see 
the multi-talented women of 
AHA, AXfi, A0, ATA, AAn, AZ, 
KA    Ar, T0B, 0M,    Xfl 
7:30 Tonight - Behind Rodgers 
Tommorrow night - Hawaiian Party 
You've seen the rest, now come see the best ? 







9PORTO*   SEPTEMBER15-18 
byGoUSml 
To keep your feet warm and dry, you 
need a boot with sturdy uppers. Luied 
inners. Water resistant soles. And a 
bottom tough enough to weather just 
about anything. 
You need Sporto.The classic boot that's 
rugged where it counts. Fashionable all 
available in 
navy, red, and butterscotch 
145 N. MAIN 
DOWNTOWN BG 
353-8942 
M.F.9-9 Tu.W.Th.Sa 9-5:30 
Grpetrated the crime in 
nanon and is bent on the 
destruction of Israel," Be- 
gin was quoted as telling 
His Cabinet on Sunday. 
HE REFERRED to alle- 
gations that Pope Pius XII 
failed to condemn publicly 
Nazi anti-Semitism. Vati- 
can documents show the 
church smuggled thou- 
sands of Jews out of Eu- 
rope with Vatican-issued 
travel papers. 
The statement triggered 
an unusually harsh re- 
sponse from the Vatican, 
which accused  Israel of 
distorting the truth on the 
church's record of saving 
Jews. 
The angry public ex- 
change dismayed Israel's 
professional diplomats, 
even though they tried to 
block the papal meeting 
with Arafat. 
Vatican sources said 
Tuesday that the pope was 
going ahead with the audi- 
ence, which will be low-key 
and probably short - held 
in the late afternoon after 
the pope's regular general 







from page 1 
clothes of a person sus- 
pected of having the dis- 
ease. 
Use of condoms may also 
help prevent the disease 
from spreading, she said. 
I Joy d said herpes can be 
diagnosed with pap smears 
LIBRARY 
from page 4 
"WE HAVE the Bowling 
Green City Code, the min- 
utes from council meetings 
and all types of surveys 
concerning the city," she 
said. "Most of our publica- 
tions are from the state 
and federal level, though, 
including the Ohio House 
and Senate journals and 
the 'Congressional Re- 
cord'." 
Partner said the budget 
cuts made by the Reagan 
Administration have af- 
fected the number of gov- 
for women and tissue cul- 
tures for women and men. 
Although the disease is 
incurable, the Food and 
Drug Administration last 
March approved using the 
drug acyclovin in treat- 
ment. Lloyd said this drug 
reduces the pain during an 
outbreak. 
eminent documents the 
library is receiving. 
"A number of publica- 
tions we used to receive 
have been dropped due to 
budget cuts, and several 
have changed from 
monthly to quarterly publi- 
cations," she said. ,(A lot 
of material that used to be 
sent to us in paper-form is 
now being sent in fiche- 
form because it is much 
less expensive that way. 
Partner added that an 
increase in classified 
material will also limit the 
amount of publications the 
library will receive. 
Skydiving 
\ Did you ever 
^rs^/ want to Jump 
Out of an airplane? 
If the answer to that question is Yes 
GREENE COUNTY SPORT  "7S Monroe S^ng 
PARACHUTE CENTER 
Jump .11 Youf Own Risk 
Xenia O 4538? 
513376 9293 
513 372-61 16 
^cfr!*^   NEWLOVE $3^  MANAGEMENT 
336 S. Main 








(ONE MAN SHOW) 
Sept. 21 
West Hall/Recital Hall 
8:00 P.M. 
To be THERE 
or not to be aware? 
That is the Question 
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PENNANT FEVER: 
Baseball's races continue to heat up as season draws to close 
Boston 12, Cleveland 1 
BOSTON (AP) - John 
Tudor avenged a complete 
game loss at Cleveland in 
his last start by firing 
seven strong innings, and 
Glenn Hoffman and Car- 
ney Lansford homered as 
the Boston Red Soz 
crushed the Cleveland In- 
dians, 12-1, last night. 
Tudor, who lost W) to the 
Indians last Wednesday, 
struck out eight ana 
walked three to improve 
his record to 11-10. Steve 
Crawford pitched the last 
two innings. 
Cleveland's only run 
came in the fifth when Mi- 
guel Dilone was safe on a 
two-base error by second 
baseman Jerry Remy, 
stole third and scored on 
Larry Milboume's single. 
Neal Heaton, 0-1, gave 
up two runs in the first 
inning of his major league 
starting debut. Dwight 
Evans walked and scored 
on Jim Rice's double. After 
Lansford walked, Wade 
Boggs singled in Rice. 
Boston erupted for five 
runs in the fifth, then made 
the score 10-1 with three 
more in the sixth on a 
leadoff homer by Lans- 
ford, his 10th of the year, 
and a two-run shot by Hof- 
fman, his seventh. 
Boston's five fifth-inning 
runs came in on a two-run 
triple by Tony Perez, an 
error by shortstop Jerry 
Dybzinski, and run-scoring 
singles by Hoffman and 
Gary Allenson. 
Milwaukee 6, Detroit 3 
DETROIT (AP) - Mil- 
waukee's Don Money hom- 
ered and tripled, driving in 
three runs to lead the 
Brewers to a 6-3 victory 
over the Detroit Tigers 
lastnight. 
The Brewers took a 2-0 
lead in the third inning. 
Robin Yount singled, Cecil 
Cooper doubled and both 
scored on Ted Simmons' 
single. 
Money led off the sixth 
with his 15th homer off 
Elias Sosa, who came on in 
relief of Dave Rucker, 2-5. 
The Breviers scored 
three more times in the 
seventh. Sosa walked Gor- 
man Thomas to start the 
inning, then gave up a sin- 
gle to Ben Oglivie before 
the Tigers brought in Dave 
Tobik. Money then con- 
nected for a triple that put 
the Brewers ahead 5-2, and 
scored himself on Jim 
Gantner's single. 
Detroit got a run in the 
third when Rick Leach 
walked, stole second and 
scored on a single by Lou 
Whitaker. The Tigers' 
other runs came on a sixth- 
inning double by Glenn 
Wilson and an RBI single 
by Chet Lemon, and Wil- 
son's solo homer in the 
eighth. 
Milwaukee starter Doc 
Medich, 11-13, worked 5 2-3 
innings. 
Houston 4, Atlanta 0 
ATLANTA (AP) - Right- 
hander Mike LaCoss gave 
up just two hits over seven 
innings and Jose Cruz 
belted his ninth home run 
of the season last night to 
give the Houston Astros a 
4-0 triumph over trie At- 
lanta Braves. 
Both hits off LaCoss, 5-6, 
came in the second inning, 
one of only two scoring 
threats by the Braves. La- 
Coss struck out three and 
walked two. Frank La- 
Corte pitched hitless ball 
the final two innings for his 
fifth save. 
Houston took a 2-0 lead in 
the fifth with the aid of a 
two-out error by Atlanta 
shortstop Rafael Ramirez 
that allowed two unearned 
runs to score. 
Consecutive singles by 
Danny Heep and Bill Do- 
ran and a walk to LaCoss 
loaded the bases off starter 
Rick Mahler, 9-10. Terry 
Puhl then hit a bouncer to 
Ramirez who let the ball 
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS 
Note tosl night's gomes not nciudW in standings 
NATIONAL LEAGUE AMERICAN LEAGUE 
Eastern Division Eastern Division 
Philadelphia         80 
St. Louis                 79 
Montreal                77 
Pittsburgh             76 
Chicago                  62 




















































Western Division Western Division 
Kansas City 82 61 .573 
Los Angeles           81 64 .559 California 81 62 .566 1 
Atlanta                   80 64 .556 Ml Chicago 76 66 535 5 
San Francisco        74 69 .517 6 Seattle 67 75 .472 14 
San Diego              74 70 .514 6 Oakland 60 83 .419 22 
Houston                  £6 78 .458 14 Texas 57 86 .399 25 
Cincinnati               54 90 .375 26 Minnesota 51 92 .357 31 
get away from him allow- 
ing Heep and Doran to 
score 
St. Louis 2, Philadelphia 0 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - 
Darrell Porter's two-run 
homer in the fourth inning 
and the combined five-hit 
pitching of John Stuper 
and Bruce Sutter carried 
St. Louis to a 2-0 victory 
over the Philadelphia Phil- 
lies last night and sent the 
Cardinals back into first 
place in the National 
League East. 
FLYING CLUB MEETING 
TONIGHT 8:00 P.M. 
309 MOSELEY 
HEW MEMBERS WELCOME 
BGoU Tournament 
n 
Sept. 26      11:00 AM 
Four man scramble" 
Sign-up in foursomes 
$20.00 
(Greenfees & Prizes) 
Time to show off your 
SKILL 
CALL UAO 2-2343 
The Phillies had taken 
over the lead Monday nieht 
behind Steve CarltonTs 20th 
victory of the season. With 
the win, the Cards hold 
first place by one-half 
game. 
Stuper, 7-6, was knocked 
out in the eighth after 
pinch-hitter Bob Molinaro 
walked with one out and 
advanced to second on 
Pete Rose's single, the 
fourth hit of the game. 
Reliever Bruce Gutter 
gave up an infield hit to 
Gary Matthews to load the 
bases. 
But he got Mike Schmidt 
to bounce back to the 
mound into an inning-end- 
ing double play and fin- 
ished up to record his 
league-leading 32nd save. 
Mike Krukow, 12-10, who 
had two of Philadelphia's 
five hits, allowed seven 
hits in 7 1-3 innings. 
Pittsburgh 15, Chicago 5 
PITTSBURGH (AP) - 
Richie Hebner and Bill 
Madlock blasted grand 
slam home runs in consec- 
utive innings last night as 
pia^10* 
IS ONLY AS 
FAR AS YOUR PHONE 
352-5166 
brings you a Quality pizza or 
submarine sandwich 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
FACULTY & ADMINISTRATORS 
Your assistance is needed in helping us 
acquire classroom space on the following date  
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6 
for our annual high school journalism workshop. 
We are anticipating over 1600 participants. We urgently 
need large classroom space for the following time 
periods.. 
10:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. 
If you are planninng a field trip or for any 
reason will not be using your classroom on OCTOBER 6 
please contact our office. 
372-2076 
School of Journalism 
G LIP A   Great Lakes 
 Interscholastic Press Association 
the Pittsburgh Pirates, 
trailing 4-0, stormed back 
to rout the Chicago Cubs 
1M. 
Madlock drove in two 
additional runs with sacri- 
fice flys and now has a 
career-high 88 RBI for the 
season. 
The Cubs built their lead 
in the top of the third, but 
the Pirates retaliated for 
five runs in the bottom of 
the inning off Chicago 
starter Dickie Noles, 8-12. 
After consecutive one- 
out singles by winning 
pitcher Randy Niemann, 
Omar Moreno and Johnny 
Ray, Madlock's sacrifice 
fly made it 4-1. Jason 
Thompson walked, and 
Hebner followed with a 
shot over the right field 
wall for his second homer 
since rejoining the Pirates 
last month from Detroit. 
Baltimoi e 5, New York 4 
BALTIMORE (AP) - 
Benny Ayala's single 
capped a two-run eighth- 
inning rally that led the 
Baltimore Orioles to a 5-4 
win over the New York 
Yankees in the first game Second game results 
of a twi-night double- were not available at press 
header last night. time. 
Rich Dauer led off the 
eighth with a double to 
right, and took third on a 
single by Cal Ripken Jr. 
which chased Yankees 
starter Shane Rawley, 10- 
9. Rudy May came on and 
surrendered RBI singles to 
Eddie Murray and Ayala. 
Editors note: The fol- 
lowing games were not 
available at presstime. 
California at Chicago 
and Seattle at Kansas 
City. 
POP SALE 
7-UP • DIET 7-UP 
6-PACK CANS $1.59 
CARRYOUT 
E.WOOSTER STATE ST. 353-5731 





WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 15 
8:00 P.M. 
515 LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING 
*********** *********************************** * 
i MR. BOJANGLES i 
j THE ONLY PLACE W/ * 






•NO COVER CHARGE 
•LIVE ROCK-N-ROLL 
•GEORGE WASHINGTON j 
NIGHT $ 
*   THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY     | 
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IRED OF FAD DIETS? 
WANT TO LOSE WEIGHT PERMANENTLY? 
SIGN UP FOR THE 
WEIGHT LOSS WORKSHOP 
COSPONSORED BY THE STUDENT RECREATION CENTER, 
THE DEPARTMENTS OF PSYCHOLOGY & NUTRITION 
AND THE STUDENT WELLNESS CENTER ("THE WELL") 
SIGN UP AT THE STUDENT REC CENTER 




Various USG Committee positions are now available. 
Poll workers are needed for ihe Student Represetaive elections Sept. 21 & 22. 
USC EXECUTIVE BOARDS 
Academic Affairs Board 
>eer Advising 
National. State, Community Affairs Board 
itudenl Welfare Board 
)hio State Assoc. Board 
lections and Opinions Board 
Please Clip and Return 
Ihis form to 
405 Student Services 
before Sept. 24th 
UNIVERSITY COMMITTEES 
Academic Faclities Utilization Cultural Events 
Academic Honesty Committee Equal Opportunity 









Honors and Awards Student Affairs Advisory 
Ice Arena Advisory . Student Financial Aids 
Instructional Media Center Advisory University Union Advisoryj 
Library Advisory 
"Jyej. I would like to be a poll worker on Sept. 21 & 22. 
Your name: 
Campus Address  
Phone Major  
Together - We are The Student Body 
• The BO Newt/September IS. 1982 
SPORTS 
.J     »» 
Newest Controversy: 
0 
Browns or Bengals superiority a campus issue 
Last spring, the major 
controversy among sports 
enthusists on campus was the Question of supremacy between the 
Cleveland Indians and Detroit 
Tigers. 
The News and its sports 
department received numerous 
letters complaining of the lack of 
coverage given to either the Tigers 
or Indians (depending on the 
supposed expert's favorite team). 
Letters were written stating why 
the Tigers were better than the 
Indians or vice-versa, or how the 
Indians were going to win the 
pennant, etc. 
Both the followers of the Tigers 
and the Indians ascertained that it 
was going to be their year. They 
had the illness that strikes every 
Indian and Tiger fan during that 
period of the year - pennant fever. 
The only thing is, one of the 
symptoms of this illness is a 
decrease in the thinking and 
reasoning faculties. 
The dreams turned out to be 
rather feeble indeed. Both teams 
ended up floundering into the lower 
half of the American League's 
Eastern division standings. The 
bubble has burst. No longer do you 
hear a Tiger and Indian fan 
arguing over who is superior. They 
now know who is - most of 
baseball's other teams. 
SO, AS YOU might guess, a new 
?uestion arises to the forefront this 
all. Who is going to win the Central 
Division of the National Football 
League's American Football 
Conference? 
The Browns self-destructed last 
year after winning the division in 
1980, the year of ,rSiper Bowl" 
fever.  
SIDELINE 
By Keith Walther 
Assistant Sports Editor 
^NoTJ^t^^tTipe^BowrTever^ 
The Bengals, last year's Central 
Division champs and ruler of the 
AFC, look to repeat their 1981 
performance. 
It will certainly be interesting to 
see if the Browns can bounce back. 
They have added some very 
talented individuals to their 
defense and again appear to be 
able to move the football with the 
best of teams. They started off on 
the right track last Sunday with a 
21-7 beating of the Seattle 
Seahawks. 
The Bengals? Well, their 
strength is obvious to anyone who 
witnessed their 27-6 shellacking of 
the Houston Oilers last Sunday. 
It was while I was watching the 
Cincinnati team that I discovered 
there is more than just a hint of 
disfavor towards them from 
Browns fans. Midway through the 
second quarter of that game, a 
Browns fan came rushing into the 
TV lounge glaring at the screen. 
"ARE YOU GUYS Cincinnati 
fans?" 
them," but qualified myself by 
adding, "but I like the Browns 
too." 
"Yea, I'm basically a Browns 
fan myself," my roommate added. 
"Good, then you guys won't mind 
if I turn them off and put the 
Browns on at two o'clock, do ya?" 
We looked at each other with a 
slight grin and replied "no, not at 
all." 
The orange-and-brown clad 
Clevelander turned and walked out 
of the room, obviously feeling 
relieved that he was going to be 
able to watch his team later. 
I couldn't help thinking how 
disappointed he would be when he 
would come back at two and find 
out that the Browns didn't play 
until four. 
No one ever said that Browns 
fans were intelligent; just 
fanatical. 
But seriously, Browns fans last 
year would needle me when I 
started supporting the Bengals 
wholeheartedly when they began 
their march to the title and the 
Browns began falling apart. They 
actually accused me of going with 
whoever was a winner at the time. 
ALRIGHT, I ADMIT it. The truth 
comes out. But the fact is that I do 
like both teams. It's really only 
common sense to go with the more 
successful of the two. So, who will I 
give my loyalty this fall? Why both 
teams of course - with the Bengals 
getting the slight edge on the 
devotion meter. 
I give the nod to the Bengals 
because I think they are more 
talented and because I like their 
stripes. Those are the only reasons. 
On September 27, the two teams 
clash in Cleveland. It will be a big 
game at this juncture of the season 
to say the least. The winner may 
Ct have the upper hand the rest of 
way. 
A bigger battle however, may 
take place here on campus between 
Browns fans and the outnumbered 
Bengals' contingent. I can hear the 
arguments already. But I'm going 
to claim complete neutrality on the 
matter when asked my opinion on 
who is the better team. 
I'll simply reply, "Don't ask me! 
I'm not good at picking winners. 
I'm a Reds fan. 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
In club rugby action last weekend, 
Bowling Green split with Ohio junior 
division champion Sandusky, losing 
the first match, 15-12, but coming 
back to win the second, 26-0. 
In a penalty and ejection-marred 
first match, Bowling Green fell be- 
hind Sandusky, 8-0, within the first 
five minutes of the match. 
"After beating a team like Ulster 
(an international touring team from 
Ireland) the week before, I think 
some of our guys thought all we had to 
do was show up and Sandusky would 
roll over and play dead," BG coach 
Roger Mazzarella said. "We did some 
attitude-adjusting in the first half and 
that seemed to solve the problem." 
At least it appeared to solve the 
Koblem toward the end of the first 
If, as the Falcons came roaring 
back to take a 12-8 lead. Dan Reed and 
Marty Moran each scored tries, while 
Nick Lukaszewicz made two conver- 
sion kicks for the BG ruggers. 
But whatever class the Falcons 
showed by coming from behind in the 
first half, they lost in the second half 
when they were repeatedly called for 
late tackles and misconduct penal- 
ties. Those calls culminated in the 
game ejections of both Moran and 
Brad Rossi, and BG was forced to 
play two men short for the remainder 
of the game. 
Sandusky capitalized on its two- 
man advantage by scoring a try and a 
penalty kick to secure the 15-12 win. 
The Falcon ruggers got back on 
track in the second match, rolling to a 
26-0 victory. Lukaszewicz, Bill Fee- 
man and Mike Kelly tallied one try 
apiece, while rookie wing Steve Carte 
scored two tries. Lukaszewicz also' 
made three conversion kicks to round 
out the game's scoring. 
This Saturday, the Falcons will be 
at home for three matches against 
Kent State, with the first match start- 
ing at 1 p.m., on BG's College Park 
Field. 
Any women interested in joining 
Bowling Green's women's club rugby 
team should call 372-5612 or 37&5712 
and ask about practice information. 
The team opens its fall season this 
Saturday at noon, at College Park 
Field. 
The Bowling Green women's volley- 
ball team will open their 1982 season 
tonight at 7 P.M. against Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference Foe Kent State. The 
match will be in Anderson Arena and 
admission is free. 
Williams dispels rookie image 
Read the Green Sheet in the News 
CLASSIFIEDS. 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati 
Bengals linebacker Reggie Williams 
is the first to admit he's done plenty of 
growing up in since entering the Na- 
tional Football League in 1976 as a 
moody rookie. 
"The older guys on the team still joke with me about that," said Wil- 
liams, who has blossomed into an 
outgoing leader of the Bengal defense. 
"I know how they must have felt when 
they saw me (early in the career). It 
was like, 'Well, does Reggie have his 
antennae up today, or is his force field 
on?'" 
Williams has learned to save unso- 
ciable attitudes for the playing field. 
The enthusiastic linebacker led the 
team with 11 quarterback sacks last 
season, 83 solo tackles, 23 assists, four 
interceptions and two fumble recov- 
eries. 
In the Bengals' 27-6 thrashing of the 
Houston Oilers in the season opener 
last Sunday, Williams recorded two 
quarterback sacks and recovered a 
fumble on the Houston 7-yard line to 
set up a Cincinnati touchdown. 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
Sept  15. 1982 
Campus Scout Organisational Meet 
mg Wed Sept 15 at 8 PM 117 
B A  Al Welcome' 
Chanties Board information meeting. 
Wad . Sapi. 14 « 7 30. 2nd floor 
Student services Al welcome. 
ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST 
GROUP meeting Today and every 
Wad. 1:00 pm In Rm. 121 Hay... 
Open lo all I  
Flying Club Mealing 
309 Moaeley 
Wed 9 15       8 PM 
LOST AND FOUND 
REWARD— for the return of a stiver 
cross pen with  JCJ engraved on 
side. Please call 372-4064  
One mala box* A white Kitten wearing 
white (lea coiar   For into call 372- 
3507 after noon  
Tan jacket found Rm 210 MSC Cal 
372-1221  
Lost- PA  Driver's License   it found 
please  cal  Lynn  Shipley  at  354 
1889 anytime atler 5 30 pm  
Smurf keyring with 3 keys lost Tues 
9 7 on campus  REWARDM 
352-4051   
Expert Typing 
Reasonable Rales 
Can 352 7305 after 5pm 
WILL   TYPE   PAPERS.   REPORTS- 
TEXT 1 STATS  352-6038 EARLY 
AM   OR   WKENDS    REASONABLE 
RATES  
Full and part-time openings available 
lor children m our DAY CARE NURS- 
ERY SCHOOL PROGRAM Cal 352 
3612. Audrey Gorsuch.  
PERSONAL 
GAMMA IOTA SIGMA 
INSURANCE FRATERNITY 
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING 
WED . SEPT. 15TH 7:10 
20S HANNA HALL — FREE 
OPEN TO ALL — FOR FURTHER 
INFO- CALL MARK STEINMAN. 
PRES . 352-3163 
RIDES 
NTERESTED IN SERVING OTHERS 
■NO HAVING A GOO0 TIME' Come 
o an Alpha Ph. Omega Service Orga- 
uaeon mfo meeting 16 B A Wed 
last .15 al 9 00 PM ALL WEL 
»M£" 
Ride desperately needed to Chi- 
cago on Sapi. 16-19 or any weak- 
end. Will help with gas and tolls 
call 364-1692.  
Ride needed to and from Columbus 
Weatervwe area Fn , Oct 15 week- 




For Information call 
RICK 8URLEY 372-514. 
"THE GREAT OATSBY" 
CROQUET TOURNAMENT 
KD — OCT 10 — 2BT 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9AM 10:00 P.M. 
1-100-436-6039 
HAPPY HOURS AT SAM B'S 
4-6 PM * 9-10 PM OArLVHmif! 
A BIG CONGRATULATIONS GOES 
TO EDIE BAKER. BETH DELMA- 
ROMO. SHELLEY TOUW. AND 
MICHELLE VOZAR FOR MAKING 
THE B G S u FALCONETTES 
YOUR ALPHA PHI SISTERS ARE 
MIGHTY PROUD OF YOU" 
ATO congratulates Ptv Kappa Pai for 
their second victory at the Mud Tug1 
Oood Job'  
ATO'a • Friday night was loo much 
fun" The games wa played ware #1 
We I have to do il again sometime1 
 Love. The AD Pis  
BART I BILL YOU ARE CORDIALLY 
INVITED TO ATTEND AN INFORMAL 
SPAG DINNER. SAT AT 7 30 
RSVP CALL 352-4982 or 3710 
SIGNED. THE LADIES IN WAITING 
Beth Delmaromo - NO WAY< Congtat- 
ulabons on your Alpha Phi-Kappa Sig 
lavahermg to Brian' Love. Your Alpha 
Phi Sisters  
Come meet the Brothers ol "Pi Kappa 
Phi" and try your luck at our CASINO 
NIGHT - RUSH PARTY i Alpha 
Gamma Delta house • Thurs.. 7 30- 
9 30 WB YOU be the one lo break 
the bank"  _ 
Congrats lo DZs Slaters of the Week 
• Judy. Marks! and Km Petlys lor a 
SUPER FALL RUSH" 
Congratulations to Debbie Moore and 
Jeff Schirnpa and their Phi Mu -Sigma 
Chi pinning" Love. The Sisters ol Phi 
Mu  
CONVERSE SHOE SALE1 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E.WOOSTER 352-3610 
Customized T-Shlrts 1 Jerseys lor 
your group or organization 
Lowest Prices-Fsst Delivery 
 Call Jim 353-7011  
DELTA UPSILON 
LIL' SIS RUSH 
 WEDNESDAY 7 30  
Diana F • Wei make thrs year the 
best yel' Go for it. woman M S B all 
the way Shoe Leather Express 
DO YOU WANNA DANCE' 
Ex-Kent Musician wants to play Rock 
ably riBG Holy. Cochran. Blast- 
ers. Stray Cats, etc Singers and 
musicians ol all backgrounds, races, 
and sex needed now Even n you re 
slightly .nierested. cal 352-4032. 
ask for David 
FLYING CLUB MEETING 
309 MOSELEY 
WED. 9115    6:00 PM 
FREE BGSU TRANSFER 
with sweats ol T-shirt 
FALCON HOUSE 
140 E. Wooalsr 352-3610   
WFAL 680 AM 
SET YOUR ALARM FOR OUR 
 MORNINO SHOWS!  
Good lob to the Delta Z Tuggers and 
DZ spun at the SKJ Ep Mud Tug' 
"Have your doubts about Scuba' Try 
Skin Diving Cal Rec Center 2-2711" 
Claalaa now forming only S10 
Have you received your copy ol the 
Student Consumer Unions PIZZA 
SURVEY? Pick yours up m any of the 
residence hals. the library or m SCU 
office m 405 Student Services 
MARKETING   CLUB   MEMBERSHIP 
DRIVE'   MARKETING  CLUB  MEM 
8ERSHIP  DRIVE'   MON-FRI   1ST 
FLOOR BA BLDG 9 30-4 30 
WHETHER YOU'RE AND AVID FAN 
OF A NEWCOMER TO THE ACTION. 
RINK RATS COULD BE THE 
BOOSTER CLUB FOR YOU. CHECK 
US OUT ON OCT. 4TH IN THE ICE 
ARENA LOBBY AT 1 PM.  
DU LIL SIS RUSH 
ICE-CREAM SOCIAL 
WEDNESDAY 7 30 
JEANS N  THINGS located al 531 
Ridge SI wi be open lor your shop- 
ping convenience   M—F  10-8 pm. 
Sal  10-5 30. and Sun   12-5 
NEXT-TO—NEW-SHOP. Clothing 
Houseware priced low Open 
Tues 10-4p m   and Fn t-7p m 
St Abysms School 2nd floor  
WFAL 610 AM SPORTS KEEPS THE 
FALCON BEAT  
Palmers Panls reg. 116.50 1120.00 
Now. IB 95. 19.15. 1 112.95. Laa 
Flap Pockets Cords rag. $24.00. 
Now 119.95. Big Smith Cords rag. 
116.50. Now 19.00. Nylon Jackals 1 
Vests-112 oil. Lee t Cheeno Cords 
rag. 121.00 Now 114.7011 JEANS N' 
THINGS 531 RIDOE ST.  
Paula & Craig, Congratulations on 
your Delta Zeta Lambda Chi Alpha 
lavakering Next time we go lo 
Strongsvila. brig a pin" Love Lynn 
PHI DELTA THETA 
WE REMEMBER 4/5<81 
PIKE BEER BLAST IS COMNQH 
PIKE BEER BLAST IS COMING" 
PIKE BEER BLAST IS COKNOII 
Rho Chi's   Jean. Mary. Linda, and 
Mary Sue Its great lo have you back 
with us11 Love, the DZ s 
WFAL 660 AM 
Your campus radio station with the 
24 hr. request line 2-2418 
The Brothers of "PHI KAPPA PHI 
cordialy invite any perspective future 
brother to a night ol "WHEELING 
AND DEALING at our CASINO 
NIGHT RUSH Thurs . 7 30-9 30. al 
the Alpha Gamma Delta house 
THE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
1982 Los Angeles Times Syndicate 
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in Bowling Green! 
Our famous shampoo, 
precision haircut 
& blow-dry styling 
(Reg. $14) 
NOW ONLY $10! 
Adt'l BIG SAVINGS 
on permanents and 
all salon coloring) 
Tel.   352-6516 
Hours:   10-9 M-F 
9-7 Sat. 12-5 Sun 
HURRY! 





REC CENTER — PRO SHOP 
SIOMA ALPHA EPSILON PRESENTS 
THE       HIGH    SOCIETY"    HUSH 
PARTY WITH THE SOPHISTICATED 
LADIES OF CHI OMEGA   6-10 ON 
THRUS., SEPT. 16TH     
Spaces on Tennis 6 Raquetbal Ra- 
queta Restringng reg 112 50 now 
$10 109 N Main The Locker Room 
Super |ob at the Mud Tug ATO' 
Special congratulations to our super 
Little Sia teem lor placing 2nd' 
Tt» Brothers ol ATO wish Mark Wade 
a Happy B-Day1 Ccrigralulatlona' 
THE BROTHERS OF SIOMA PHI 
EPSILON WOULD UKE TO THANK 
MARK ESSKj. DAVE SHAFFER. AND 
EVERYONE ELSE WHO MADE THE 
1982 MUD TUO A HUGE SUCCESS 
CONGRATULATIONS TO PHI 
KAPPA PSI FRATERNITY AND THE 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA SORORITY 
WHO TUGGED TO VICTORY IN 
THEIR RESPECTED DIVISIONS! 
THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON WOULD UKE TO THANK 
THE OGS FOR A WILD AND 
CRAZY TEA LAST FRIDAY NIGHT" 
The Student Consumer Union apol- 
ogizes for the ncorrect prices ksled 
lor Mytes' Plus Pub We ware not 
vilormed by Mytes' management ot 
the substantial impending price in- 
crease when the information was 
gathered several weeks ago SCU 
regrets any inconvenience this may 
have caused 
THE WASH HOUSE 
250 N  Mam 
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY 
To   our   new   housemom.   MINDv 
SIDES   You reefy are our   Guiding 
Light' i OK - Poeut Dot?! Love. The 
Sisters ol PI. Mu  
T—SHIRTS.    SILK    SCREENING    I 
TRANSFERS. SEE US FOR A GOOD 
DEAL   JEANS   N'    THINGS   FOR 
OUYS N' GALS. 811 PJOOE 8T. 
TUESDAY It GREEK NITE AT 
SAM B'S!!! 
 1 PM— MIOHKIHT  
UAO TAKING CABARET DIRECTOR 
APPLICATIONS. DOE BY 5:00 PM. 
SEPT. 27. 1182. MORE MFO UP IN 
THE OFFICE.  
Volunteer and have tun VOLUN- 
TEERS IN PROGRESS -VsP-Orga- 
nustional Meeting Open to as" 
Wed . Sect  15 al 8pm 515 LSB 
VOTE 
DAVE RYAN 
USG OFF- CAMPUS REP 
 36PT 21 i 22  
8 Games for SI with Coeege ID 
anytime. At Skil Zone. 132 N  Mam 
next to Finders  
PARTIES — PARTIES — PARTIES 
Book your special party In the 
Topslder Lounge al MAIN ST. Sun.. 
Man. 1 Tues.- sll nils. Wed., Thru.. 
1 Sat. anytime till 9 pm. Call 352- 
3703,    352-0115   or   352-3175   lor 
details  
Mmdy and Diannd formerly ol Hair 
Repair, are now taking appointments 
al Romans Ha* Designers Stadium 
Plaza 352-2107  
t Male Rmte wanted. Lg 1 Bdrm 
Apt. $10750 1 12 elec   CM 352- 
1865 eveninga  
A MISSING LINK cares about oth- 
ers and shows it by listening with an 
open heart The UNK-ls looking lor 
volunteers to be missing hnka in 
people's lives We w* train you in 
crisis intervention and resource skis 
Cal 352-5387 or 352-1545 
WANTED 
ATARI GAME 
372-2779. ask lor Dane  
F rmte  needed lo share nice home 
with 2 others   1  blk   Irom campus 
Cheap1 Many exttaa' 352 3290 
I F RMTE  NEEDED 
6THST APT.11 
tSOO/SEM CALL 354-1272 
F   rmte  needed to share efficiency 
apt Close to campus Cal 354-1184 
M or F Rmtes needed   Cool fcvwig 
arrangements  lurnished    Cal 353- 
6691  
Need 1 male to hit 4-man apt at 
Campus Manor   352-9302 or 352- 
7385 everwnga  
1 rmte needed. $450 lal semester 
315 1/2 S Mam SI Cal 352 8880 
1 Female roommate needed immedi- 
ately beginning lal semester" Cal 
352-7647  
2 bedroom rum sot Heat, water. 
Cable TV paid for A/C. perking lot, 
laundry facHtes. $340 mo Cal 352- 
7IB2  
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED 
FOR 82-83 SCHOOL YEAR. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS- CALL 352-5711 
2 F. Rmls. needed Spring Sem Apt. 
very close lo campus. 2 baths. Call 
352-3307 
F. Roommate needed 
117* alec., health spa, 
611 Manvllle. «H. 352-2114 
HELP WANTED 
Be your own boss Make extra $$$ 
Set Avon 
Cal LouAnn 352-8731 
HELP WANTED Part time wort, 
available lor one or two students, as 
Sates Representative lor Florida 
Sprmg Break Vacation Pay. Commis- 
sion and a Free Tnp If you are 
outgoing and enjoy meeting people. 
Ifus rob is tor you Call soon (312) 
397-1605 and ask for Jean O'Con- 
nor or write to O'Connor Travel, Suite 
1 -G. 1128 Algonquin po Schaum- 
burg   IL 60195 
Waitress 21 or over Experience 
preferred, w* train Stop in Pageais 
East 440 E Court between 2-4 M- 
F 
FOR SALE 
A 66 x 30 metal cabinel-great lor 
storage. $20 Cal Margie 2-2975 
ALTO SAXOPHONE French make in 
excellent condition Superb sound 
quality Price negotiable Cal Dave 
352-7229 ol 372-0089    
SOFA BED WITH TABLE 
CALL 354-1706 AFTER 5 PM 
1979 4-dr Chevette. AC, AM-FM 
radio, new brakes and exhaust sys- 
tem, body good shape 49.000 
rrOes. $3000, CH 352-8283 
Large plants lor sale $15 each 
Mosquito net as seen rl Cosmo Man 
Cal Rhonda 362-3481 home or 
352-7588 work  
BICYCLES:  USED  AND  RECONDi- 
TIONEDAleo auto and truck tires for 
sale Thursday and Friday 9-12 4 6-9 
1733 CLOUGH ST 352-5130 
Couch $60: single bed $80. night 
stand $18: dressing table w; mirror 
$28: Moped $215: Console stereo 
$210; Zenith stereo w/o speakers 
$99. Al In good condition cat 352 
5033 
NORCOLD COMPACT REFRIG 
PERFECT FOR DORM OR SMALL 
APARTMENT EXCELLENT CONDI- 
TION $70 CALL 352 1913 
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FOR RENT 
t 1 2 Bedroom Aprs Available 352 
3841 11.00-3:00 pm or 354-1120 
after 3 00 pm  
STUDENTS 1 FACULTY 
Wa stil have some nice apartments 
avalebie   Give us a cal for al your 
housing   needs    NEWLOvE   MAN- 
AGEMENT 338 S Main 352 5820 
APARTMENTS 
1 attic  $145/mo 1 utl: 2-2 bdrm 
$28S7mo  1 utl  Deposit Lease NO 
PETS 352-4285 
5 bedroom house dose to campus. 
1-267-3341 




Pledging Phi Mu!! 
Love, The Phi Mu^s 
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